Artesa® Chickpea Protein Advantages

3 Excellent organoleptic profile
3 Easier to formulate
3 “White” color
3 Small, uniform particle size
3 Good oil & water binding
3 Good foaming & emulsifying properties
3 High protein loading potential
3 Leaner, cleaner labels
3 Non-GMO, non-allergenic
3 Sustainable, low environmental impact

A PRODUCT OF:

PLANT PROTEIN

A highly nutritious plant protein
concentrate that can match dairy
proteins for taste, texture, mouthfeel
and formulation functionality.

PROTEIN COOKIE

IT’S TIME TO CHANGE THE WAY
YOU THINK ABOUT PLANT PROTEIN
Artesa Chickpea Protein is a highly nutritious plant protein concentrate that can
match dairy proteins for taste, texture, mouthfeel and formulation functionality.
With Artesa, you can deliver higher levels of protein in consumer-pleasing products with easier, faster processing, leaner, cleaner labels and unleashed creativity.
From the way it looks, smells and acts when it arrives in your facility – to how
consumers react to it in finished products, Artesa Chickpea Protein has been
engineered to deliver an incredible sensory experience for consumers in proteinfortified products.
Artesa addresses a number of formulating issues that you have run into working
with plant proteins before. Because of the way that it is made, you can achieve
higher protein loading with fewer production problems, faster processing and
less waste. Our goal is to help you match gold standard products in every one of
your applications.
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PEOPLE LOVE CHICKPEAS!
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Did you know that chickpea-based snacks
have some of the fastest growth on
supermarket shelves?
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SPORTS NUTRITION
Artesa is a clean, fully-traceable protein concentrate delivering
high quality nutrition to powders and bars.
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Whether your customers are
trying to lose or gain…the
journey should be a happy one.
Healthy can be delicious!

THE NEXT GENERATION PLANT PROTEIN
Artesa Chickpea Protein is manufactured in a totally different manner than any plant protein on the planet. That’s what gives it
its great taste. This photo shows common proteins in water. Note the color of Artesa – it’s the lightest of all plant proteins and closest
to whey. Consumer panel testing of Artesa Chickpea Protein in water alone shows how it closely tracks whey protein for appearance,
taste, texture, aroma and overall acceptability.
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But it also gives Artesa unique physical
and functional characteristics that are
vitally important to creating great
consumer products.

Artesa has a very small, uniform
particle size that helps it function like
dairy proteins in food, supplement
and beverage applications.

BEVERAGES & SHAKES
Get mouthfeel and taste that will delight your
customers (while you make them healthier).

It also has high water binding
capacity and foaming and emulsification properties that other plant
proteins don’t – which can be critical
to processing efficiency, shelf-life
and final product quality.

PLANT-BASED SNACKS
Exceptional taste and in-formula functionality will
unleash your creativity in this trending segment.

GET LEANER, CLEANER LABELS
Simpler is better.
Artesa Chickpea Protein can help you simplify your labels. Our great
taste means fewer sugars or masking agents are required to create a
good sensory experience. And our in-product functionality means fewer
stabilizers – and even the removal of dairy and other ingredients while
maintaining excellent mouthfeel.

Better for people. Better for the planet.
Artesa Chickpea Protein is one of the most sustainable ingredients you’ll
find. Our chickpeas are grown on farms in the USA and Canada and
processed in Virginia – with an environmentally friendly process.
Chickpeas have a low carbon footprint, require less fertilizer and significantly lower use of water and pesticides in production. Want more?
There are no GMO chickpeas – and probably never will be.

OUR INGREDIENT IN YOUR
PRODUCT
At Nutriati, we’ve been working with Artesa Chickpea Protein in our
Applications Laboratories for 2 years – which means we can offer insight
into how to bring it to your formulation. Our Applications Team has
experience in product development and commercialization in a broad
range of foods.
Want to learn more about Artesa Chickpea Protein?
Visit our website at www.artesaprotein.com.

Contact PLT Health Solutions for samples and more information.
+1.973.984.0900 ext.Contact
214 • www.PLTHealth.com
Nutriati at samples@nutriati.com or on our website at Nutriati.com
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